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Author’s response to reviews:

The effect of compliance to a Rigo System Cheneau brace and a specific exercise programme on idiopathic scoliosis curvature. A comparative study. SOSORT 2014 award winner.

Changes made:
1. In title changed SOSORT 2014 Award winner to SOSORT 2014 award winner.
2. Page 3, last paragraph added: ‘longer hours of brace wear are associated with great benefit [23].’
3. Page 17, in Discussion, 1st paragraph, line 7 added reference [23].
4. Page 18, 1st paragraph, 3rd line added reference [23]
5. In References, page 26, added reference 23
6. Changed all reference numbers in document (above 23) as reference 23 was added.

Many thanks

LouAnn Rivett